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AFTER A BUSY YEAR...

up North, we began our September Mule Deer

and it was certainly a learning curve, but also very

Hunts with much anticipation. This marked our first

successful and rewarding!

season attempting to hunt Mule Deer in the area,

were dealt a hand of bad weather as a big storm
was blowing in from the coast, and were forced to
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withstand gale force winds at 8000’. Mixed with
fog and rain, it was a tough go. We passed up a
few nice deer early on, looking to see what else
may pop up.
After a few more days of bad weather
and fogged in conditions, we returned and once
again found the bachelor group of bucks we had
previously passed up. Pat made a clean 200 yard
shot and put our buck down. We had no idea just
how steep this country was until we tried packing
him up out of the bowl. What a grind! As we
heaved him back up the mountain, it began to
snow a little on us, and fogged in once more as
well. We made it to camp JUST as nightfall hit us,
and good thing, as we could not see the tents and
were less than 30 yards away in the fog! We went

We started off with Patrick Saunders. Pat was

to bed at 11PM with a celebratory meal, and woke

a good friend from Horse Shoeing school in

up two hours later with our tents caved in on our

Kentucky, and a long distance runner. I couldn’t

faces! It had snowed 6 inches in two hours; heavy,

think of anyone better suited to attempt an

wet, snow. We barely slept that night, constantly

adventure, breaking ground into new country that

having to beat off the snow so the tents would not

was previously un-hunted. We had no idea how to

collapse again.

access this area, but did what we thought would be
our best option. After a day and a half of constant
uphill, busting through old log slashes and jumping
over fallen logs in the old burns, we finally made
it to the alpine at 7500’! It was a tough slog, and
one of the most physically demanding climbs I have
been on just to access hunting country. Once we
were there, it was incredible and well worth the
effort! It was game rich beyond words: Bighorn,
Rocky Mountain Goats, Black Bear, Wolves,
Coyotes, Eagles, and of course, Mule Deer! We

When daylight broke at 6am, we were witness to a
foot and a half of heavy wet snow on the ground. A
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sure sign that it was time to head down and get off
the mountain! The descent was almost as difficult
as the hike up, with the new snow on the ground
making conditions slippery, but once we dropped
to 4000’, the snow was nonexistent. It seems we
were living in the clouds, and boy was it good to
see the sun again! Pat worked his butt off for this
nice, heavy 4x3 Mule Deer buck, and I was sure
happy to have him, as no ordinary hunter could
have done this hunt. Congrats Pat! I can’t wait until
next time my friend!

Hunt two brought out Gary Calloway from
Delaware: an avid deer hunter who lives for the
hunt. As our first day of the hunt drew to a close,
I decided to take him to a mountain top where
there’s a beautiful 360 degree lookout of the
surrounding mountains. As we walked to the edge
for a photo, I heard a sound and looked down to
see a nice buck rubbing on a small pine tree. Gary
ran to grab his gun from the side by side, and
made a quick offhand shot at 40 yards. We were in
such shock, we didn’t even think to shoot again; to
our detriment. We thought he was done…. Next
thing we knew he was up and running downhill,
and we spent the next 2 hours trying to get on him
again. After tracking him down 2000’ of vertical
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drop, we finally got within range and finished the
deal. A nice long tined buck. That sure turned into
one heck of an adventure! Congrats Gary on your
day one deer!

After trying out a few deer hunts in the area, it

British Columbia, be sure to give us a call and come

left us wanting more. There is endless country to

out for a fun hunt. We promise, it won’t be easy,

explore and hundreds of deer to be found. We

but the reward will be worth it. Until then, keep on

just need the time and hunters to do so! If you

hunting hard.

are interested in a high country mule deer hunt in

1-403-763-8553

arcadiaoutfitting.com

